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Seven students selected by state to study in European universities by Suzanne Auffray

For seven Armstrong State students an exciting and studious summer is approaching, promising to be full of new discoveries and satisfactions. All of these students have a common directive: they are going to spend their first summer in Europe to pursue their studies in the language of their choice. It is the first time that a program of this sort has been sponsored at Armstrong. The students going to Europe are working toward a possible major in the language chosen.

All of the ASC students who applied to be a part of the Study Abroad Program of the University System of Georgia were accepted. The students were selected according to the following criteria: their scholastic achievement and recommendations from their major professors of language. From the French department five students are going to Dijon, France. They are Mrs. Nancy Morrissey Shea, Mrs. Marian Davis Miley, Miss Nadine Helen Anderson, Mr. Jane Hammock Hogan, and Nathan Carl Godley. From the German department, one student is going to Innsbruck, Austria; Miss Carolyn (Gigi) Graham. From the Spanish department, one student is going to Burgos, Spain. Miss Linda Ann Wood.

All of these students will meet June 21 in New York where they will spend the night near Times Square. They will leave the States the following day, flying by Icelantic Airlines from New York to Luxembourg where they will arrive the 23rd. They will proceed by bus to the cities of destination.

Mrs. MARIAN DAVE MILEY is a 21-year-old senior, she is married and has a three-year-old son. Mrs. Miley never learned any French before she came to Armstrong where she took her first course because it was required. Mrs. Miley is a history major.

Mrs. NADINE HELEN ANDERSON is 19 years old and single. She is a junior who studied French in high school for one year and continued to study French at Armstrong. She has a high interest in the language. She plans to major in French and hopes to teach at Armstrong State College.

The Savannah Plan was extended to ten Georgia cities this year because of its success here in Savannah in 1968. The city and county officials had not been announced.

The Savannah Plan was extended to ten Georgia cities this year because of its success here in Savannah in 1968. The city and county officials had not been announced. Ms. Savannah Armstrong's margin of victory was only 291 to 268. Three ASC organizations received the $1000 prize for the largest participation: Dental Hygienists, Delta Phi Upsilon, and the Faculty AAUP. At press time, the size of the dorms had not been announced. There were some differences and some similarities from last year's project that did a lot in making Savannah an All-America City. One of the major differences this year was that the SGA from both Armstrong and Savannah State handled the student organization. This, in itself, achieved a great deal more success than was achieved last year when the organization of the entire project was done by one man. The Savannah Plan was extended to ten Georgia cities this year because of its success here in Savannah in 1968.

Other differences included better communication up and down the ladder and with the residents of the target areas. The city and county officials appeared to be more helpful this year than in 1968. Mrs. Hogan summarized the feelings of the other students when she said, "I feel that it will be necessary for me to go to France and have that experience if I am going to teach others French and European history." Mrs. NANCY MORRISSEY SHEA, 36, is a married student who took two years of French at Armstrong. (Continued on pg. 3, col. 1)

Outdoor ceremonies set for graduation

Commencement exercises have been changed to be held in the Quadrangle at Armstrong State College, instead of at the DeSoto Hilton Hotel in downtown Savannah. As previously scheduled, graduation exercises will begin at 7:30 p.m.

The change was made at the request of the Senior class officers when they discovered that the seating capacity of the DeSoto Hilton would lag the audience including graduates to 10,30 a.m. on June 2, 1969. Graduates are asked to assemble in the Jenkins Hall auditorium. The administration has requested that graduates be prompt for the rehearsal.

Rehearsal for graduation will be held on campus at 10:30 a.m. on June 2, 1969. Graduates are asked to assemble in the Jenkins Hall auditorium. The administration has requested that graduates be prompt for the rehearsal.

Speaker for the ceremonies will be Dr. H. G. Pattillo, chairman-rect of the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia. During the exercises students will be valedictorian in degree fold, and actual degrees will be given upon return of the caps and gowns following the exercises at the Quadrangle.

The following has been announced as appropriate dress for nursing degree candidates: women, wear formal collar, white gloves, white dress, hose, cap and gown; men, wear white shirt, light colored tie, white trousers, white shoes, and cap and gown.

Caps and gowns will be issued to graduating seniors in the Office of Student Affairs on Friday, May 30, 1969 between the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. (Continued on pg. 2, col. 1)

Cleaning-up success nets dorms for ASC

Armstrong State College has come out on top once again. This time the competition during Spring Cleaning '69 were announced on May 15 by Spring Cleaning Chairman, Bill Vanlandingham. Armstrong's margin of victory was only 291 persons, 291 to 268. Three ASC organizations received the $1000 prize for the largest participation: Dental Hygienists, Delta Phi Upsilon, and the Faculty AAUP. At press time, the size of the dorms had not been announced. There were some differences and some similarities from last year's project that did a lot in making Savannah an All-America City. One of the major differences this year was that the SGA from both Armstrong and Savannah State handled the student organization. This, in itself, achieved a great deal more success than was achieved last year when the organization of the entire project was done by one man. The Savannah Plan was extended to ten Georgia cities this year because of its success here in Savannah in 1968.

Other differences included better communication up and down the ladder and with the residents of the target areas. The city and county officials appeared to be more helpful this year than in 1968. Mrs. Hogan summarized the feelings of the other students when she said, "I feel that it will be necessary for me to go to France and have that experience if I am going to teach others French and European history." Mrs. NANCY MORRISSEY SHEA, 36, is a married student who took two years of French at Armstrong. (Continued on pg. 3, col. 1)
Yeoman work was done by this group and the new code as passed by the faculty and students will, with a few minor changes resulting from a legal review by the Central Office of the Board of Regents, go into effect next year. Dr. Orangie Hall has provided effective leadership in this effort.

The dedicated and competent leadership and services of our student leaders. Many significant activities were brought into fruition through the sometimes thankless efforts of these persons.

Especially, I am grateful for the work of Eugene Smith as the President of the Student Government, of Renee Tijouma as Chair of the Honor Council, and of Joe Kelley as my connected, Editor of The Inkwell.

The fact that I can look forward to 1969-70 with the knowledge that most of the faculty members and administrative staff are returning, and that John Fore will be President of Student Government and Joe Kelley will be Editor of the Inkwell.

For those who share the concerns of dissident students throughout this country, the recent wave of campus violence by political spokesmen for social justice, is our problem, the legacy of the 60's has been one of frustration. All of us are now, much too often, and with a harrowing sense of frustration, a harvest of violence that its initiators feel to be perfectly justified.

Are those who share many of the convictions of the openly rebellious obligated to have recourse to this same resort? Or can they even give implicit approval to such tactics in their silences? It is my contention that they must do neither.

To concede a point at the outset, such a conclusion is prompted more by the strings of conscience than by practical consideration.

For I entertain little hope that solutions suitable to the problems of the crises will be arrived at according to course to normal political channels or, even for that matter, by massive non-violent confrontation for several basic reasons. First, all, I cannot forget that it was the courage of the non-violent heroes of Birmingham and Selma that first moved the conscience of all but the impossibly hard, who won the final major victory in the struggle for human decency on the part of captive people.

In addition, I cannot forget that it was in an atmosphere of national tension and hostilities at the time of glorification of violence by political fanatics, that three national spokesmen for non-violence were gunned down. Can we really be sure that a legacy of violence on the part of the Left will be any more just and fruitful than violence?

An even more basic question to be asked is why does violence on the part of the Left be any more just and fruitful than violence on the part of the Right?

The legacy of the 60's has been a harsh one. The injustices and neglect of past decades have usually forced students themselves into the national agenda during this decade. They have been brought to the forefront by this generation of students and by their political spokesmen. Students and spokesmen alike have confronted this nation with a basic choice of principles, with a plea that the United States address itself to the task of structural and institutional change. These pleas, for the most part, have gone unheeded. In their stead, these two parties have witnessed the continued escalation of a senseless and objective-less war, the continued widening of the gap between the rich and the poor, the continued decay of our urban areas, and just last week, the violent deaths of yet more humane dissenters. For the parties, the legacy of the 60's has been one of frustration. All of us are now, much too often, and with a harrowing sense of frustration, a harvest of violence that its initiators feel to be perfectly justified.

Are those who share many of the convictions of the openly rebellious obligated to have recourse to this same resort? Or can they even give implicit approval to such tactics in their silences? It is my contention that they must do neither.

To concede a point at the outset, such a conclusion is prompted more by the strings of conscience than by practical consideration.

For I entertain little hope that solutions suitable to the problems of the crises will be arrived at according to course to normal political channels or, even for that matter, by massive non-violent confrontation for several basic reasons. First, all, I cannot forget that it was the courage of the non-violent heroes of Birmingham and Selma that first moved the conscience of all but the impossibly hard, who won the final major victory in the struggle for human decency on the part of captive people.

In addition, I cannot forget that it was in an atmosphere of national tension and hostilities at the time of glorification of violence by political fanatics, that three national spokesmen for non-violence were gunned down. Can we really be sure that a legacy of violence on the part of the Left will be any more just and fruitful than violence?

An even more basic question to be asked is why does violence on the part of the Left be any more just and fruitful than violence on the part of the Right?

The legacy of the 60's has been a harsh one. The injustices and neglect of past decades have usually forced students themselves into the national agenda during this decade. They have been brought to the forefront by this generation of students and by their political spokesmen. Students and spokesmen alike have confronted this nation with a basic choice of principles, with a plea that the United States address itself to the task of structural and institutional change. These pleas, for the most part, have gone unheeded. In their stead, these two parties have witnessed the continued escalation of a senseless and object

Yeoman work was done by this group and the new code as passed by the faculty and students will, with a few minor changes resulting from a legal review by the Central Office of the Board of Regents, go into effect next year. Dr. Orangie Hall has provided effective leadership in this effort.

The fact that I can look forward to 1969-70 with the knowledge that most of the faculty members and administrative staff are returning, and that John Fore will be President of Student Government and Joe Kelley will be Editor of The Inkwell.
Dijon Burgos, Innsbruck to be study sites for European trips

(Continued from page 1)

Academy and two years at Armstrong State. She commented, "I feel it is important to study French in France because I will be exposed to the true culture of France which will help me when I return." Miss Carolyn Gisele Graham is 19 years old and a Sophomore at Armstrong State. She is also single. Miss Graham had two years of German in high school and she lived in Germany for four years during her childhood. Miss Graham is a German major and plans to teach it in high school.

Miss Linda Ann Wold, 17, is a Freshman at Armstrong State. She has the distinction of being the youngest student from Armstrong going to Europe this summer. Miss Wold started to learn Spanish in the seventh grade and has had one quarter of Spanish in college. She plans to major in fine arts and she also concentrate on her Spanish.

Dijon, capital of Burgundy, has a rich historical heritage of which it is proud, one of its treasures in the palace of the Dukes of Burgundy is which is situated the Museum of Fine Arts, The University of Dijon is "the outskirts of the city" and has a new campus composed of modern buildings, all well-equipped.

The students will start school July 7 and will finish it August 30. From the results obtained from the entrance examination the students will be placed in the classes which will best suit their ability. The classes will be taught in French and German, the student will be required to speak French only during his eight weeks of studies. At the end of the quarter, the students will take a final examination.

For extra-curricular activities visitors to the country are scheduled, and the students will spend a day with a farmer's family. Also the students will be invited to some receptions given in their honor by different civic organizations of the city of Dijon. All these activities have been scheduled to put the students in direct contact with French people and help them to understand French culture better after their trip. At the end of the summer there will be a seven-day trip to Paris.

The student from the German province Gigue Graham will take some courses which are held in the village of Mayhohnen, part of the University of Innsbruck. This beautiful village is surrounded by the Zilleralp Alps. Miss Graham will start her studies the 29th of June and will end them the 30th of August. The program will consist of morning lectures and language courses and afternoon German conversations concerning the lecturing of the day. In the evening there will be more lectures given by professors at the University of Innsbruck, discussions with Austrians politicians and folk singing.

There will be some excursions in Tyrol of which Innsbruck is the capital, also to Vienna and Salzburg or Venice and the Dolomites. The student from the Spanish program will go to

Burgos, situated in Old Castile, where lived the counts of Castile who played important parts during the Middle Ages. Some of these interesting stories can be illustrated by the following:

"On the top of a mountain adjoining Burgos stands the ruins of an old castle, rich in legend and tradition. Many historical events of great interest took place here, among which were the marriage of El Cid to Jimena and the marriage of Edward I of England to Eleanor of Castile." Burgos also has a beautiful Cathedral.

There will be classes held at different levels to which students will be placed accordingly.

Circle-K installs Tatum as new club president

The Circle-K Club held its annual installation of officers May 2 at the Pirates' House. Before the installation, past president John Eure presented gifts to the club's Kiwanian advisor, Mr. Richard Benson, and faculty adviser, Dr. Frances Thorne. John Eure was presented an engraved gavel by the club.

The new officers were installed by Mr. Benson. They are the following president, John Tatum; vice-president, Dan Walters; recording secretary, Jim Miller; corresponding secretary, Jim Keams; treasurer, Everett Smith; and historian, Jim Dismonke. Jim Burch was installed earlier at the installation meeting of the district Lieutenant-governor.

John Tatum is a junior Chemistry major who plans to attend medical school. John received the gavel and expressed optimism about the upcoming year.

The most speaker at the banquet was David Willard, a past Georgia District Governor and currently Georgia Governor. David is from Savannah and is presently working on his Master's Degree at the University of Georgia. At the Armstrong Leader-Column banquet May 5, the annual Circle-K trophies went to best defense and most improved player. The two teams were presented to Dan Stover and Dennis Purifoy respectively.

Six Silver A's given for service, academics

The Armstrong State College Annual Leadership and Awards Banquet, held May 7 in the Memorial Student Center, saw six Silver A's, the college's highest award, presented to Gene Smith, Dick Sanders, and Florence Wilson for leadership, and to Eric Odorizzi (3.8), Sue J. Edwards (3.94), and Garcia-Quintana (4.09) for scholarship.

Other awards went to Peggy Ghanan and William Breski as Outstanding Senior, John Eun, Dick Sanders, and Gene Smith for Outstanding Service, and to Alpha Phi Omegas as Outstanding Organization.

Athletic awards were the most numerous variety presented, far outnumbering the
curred budgets with other colleges in attendance and disclosed that the highest percentage of activity funds provided were larger than those provided by Armstrong State. The budget percentages of activity funds provided were larger than those provided by Armstrong State.

Recommendations for improving the Innsbruck included more informational articles (national advertising through agencies) and larger editions (an additional ten percent). The budget was made available.

Questionnaires questioned for little response

Because of "inadequate response" the questionnaire which appeared in the last issue which was not tallied by the Student Government Association, the inquiry is submitted.

According to members of the Senate, only 42 students are in the Student Government. In the Office of Student Personnel in the Administration Building, 60 questionnaires were filled out. The responses were "heavily weighted either to activities or study; Circle-K, Innsbruck, and Literary Club.

The questionnaire was prepared and distributed by the Student Government in an attempt to determine the student body's interests and desires concerning the allocation of money in next year's budget. The activities covered by the Student Government include:

In most cases students were in agreement that the Student Government quarter hour should be increased to $15 from the present $12 system. Some $15 could be added in Student Activities money per year.

The questionnaire included activities for the students and a calibera of concerts, lectures, and events on campus.

The questionnaire requested that the students judge the activities according to their effectiveness and then recommend bearing them in their respective states, increasing them or decreasing the amount of money given to the activities.
Eggs and water pistols highlight festivities

by Dick Sanders

This year's Pioneer Days, although many activities were cut short or moved because of rain and cold, was one of the best ever held at Armstrong State College. Several contests were held on Thursday and cash prizes were awarded to the winners.

The Spring Activities were opened by a ribbon-cutting ceremony headed by Alan Gaynor, a representative from Savannah to the State legislature. The next order of business was the "Maddox 500," a bicycle race around the inner perimeter of the campus, which was won by Mark Robinson, one of ASC's cross country trackmen.

Later in the afternoon of the first day's activities several judging were held and the egg toss championship team was determined. Winner of the best beard contest was Jerry Cyr. David Flack and Michelle Leach won their respective categories in the best dress contest. The egg toss championship went to the team from Sigma Kappa Chi, Zach Nelson and Wayne Williams. Edgar Bowman was declared the winner of the pie-eating contest.

Friday dawned cloudy and cool and some of the fund-raising activities (Alpha Phi Omega's dunking machine for one) were closed down because of the inclement weather. Perhaps the highest point of any Pioneer Days Celebration to date occurred at 12:30 on Friday when the Poro Seco appeared in concert. Originally scheduled as an open-air production, the performance was moved to the gym when the hot line to the weatherman shut out because of the rain.

Some five hundred students rocked and clapped to the sounds of the Poro Seco. The two-some and their bass player drew from a repertoire of songs that ranged from Johnny Cash to Peter, Paul and Mary. The Poro Seco appeared an excellent showmen and drew an overwhelming crowd of applause after complimenting Armstrong State College for striving for education and not作息sion in how to conduct campus demonstrations. The encore for which they were brought back did not seem to be enough for the ASC students, but the entertainers made their excuses as they had a plane to catch.

The final event was a sports car malum in the parking lot that was suggested by and arranged by Ralph Maggioni of Sigma Kappa Chi, and President of the Sophomore Class. There were three classes of cars entered and the race, beginning at 3:00 were not completed until after 5 p.m. Some ten cars were entered in the race against the clock.

All in all, this year's Pioneer Days will have to be proclaimed as the best ever. Richard Mangan, a junior senator, handled the overall organization from start to finish and was very successful in his first venture of this sort. Mangan has been appointed to the position of Secretary of Social Affairs by Student Government President-elect, John Eure.
Gather in a letter to him, "We must now number ourselves among those students who cannot at this time square military duty with duty to the community and conscience." The movement was endorsed and remains under the direction of David Hawk, a draft resister and member of the National Students Association.

Senator Mark Hatfield has issued a statement which indicates hope that the nation will not "ignore their decision or the urgency of their action." He added in a prepared statement: "I think it is imperative that we seek to understand the terrible dilemma which these young men face. Many of our Nation's most idealistic young men are torn between the recognition of their duty to serve their country and their duty to apply an individual moral standard to the actions they perform.”

(Continued from page 1)

stations broadcast spring cleaning announcements all day Saturday urging listeners to get out and help.

Of course, in any operation this big, there are some mistakes made. One of the similarities with last year was the lack of food for some of the workers. This was actually no one's fault because there was no way of determining how many people would turn out on the spot.

The incentive was changed this year based on a suggestion by DC's Student Government President Larry Sims. The awarding of a 12- unit lease by Public Housing was decided on by the Steering Committee. As a result of this decision, each camp was to be $1000 for the club with the most participation and the amount for the club with the greatest number of workers. High on the list was the Dental Hygienists with forty-three participants.

Overall, the Savannah Plan-’70 seems to have been successful. The area covered (triple the size of last year) was pilled high with trash to be picked up. Roving groups of kids joined the colleagues in raking, shoveling, and lifting debris onto waiting trucks. The participation from the residents was somewhat larger than was predicted, but no one complained about it. There was a general feeling of enthusiasm about the project that continued to build after the target weekend was over.
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Student government poses greatest threat to press

"The Student Government is the greatest threat to student press freedom," according to a survey by the Commission of the Freedoms and Responsibilities of the College Student Press in France.

Forty-six colleges replied to the questionnaire which was to determine attitudes toward freedoms and responsibilities of the student press. Among the results:

According to responses, undergraduates are usually sending legislatures, administration, and faculty members. In general faculty and students agreed that editors should accept legal responsibility for the printed content of the paper, however, some faculty said the responsibility should be shared with the institution.

Overall, the students and faculty agreed that four-letter words should be permitted in "proper context."

Admissions officers said they were divided on the question. Students could not decide on a day-by-day basis, they said.

Faculty, students, and administrators agreed that the generation gap, problems through student fees, and that publications facilities should be located on campus.

All respondents (except for a few administrators) agreed that the editors should not check any copy before printing and that they should serve only as consultants. The idea, however, should be involved.

Many respondents indicated belief that the broad trend in publications is leading toward press-free environments.

Toni’s Pizza
1115 ARBOR CREEK
TAKE-OUTS: 352-0113

"Look for the Checkered roof"
Constructive type change to be church group topic

Constructive social change will be the theme of one of the largest international religious conferences for college students held this year. Members of the local campus organization have indicated that they may attend the August 28-30 convention in Boston, Mass. Jack Johns and Rich Lattimore, members of the campus group which is sponsored by Dr. Hugh Pedester, head of the English Department, will take part in the meetings.

A Phi O gets service award

For the third consecutive year, Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity has been selected as the recipient of the award for the Most Outstanding Organization on campus. During Pioneer Days A Phi O sponsored the Dunking Machine, a popular attraction to students. John Campbell, sponsored by Delta Phi Omega, won the contest, is officially the Ugly Man. The $100.00 collected in the contest will be used for a scholarship which will be given by Alpha Phi Omega.

SGA President John Eure sets up cabinet to assist in Student Affairs

John Eure, newly elected President of the Student Government Association, announced the establishment and composition of a new President's Cabinet. The new cabinet was created, said Eure, by breaking down the functions of the old office of Secretary of Student Affairs and by enclosing each cabinet member with one particular Student Government function. Such a decentralization is aimed at making Student Government function more efficiently and at involving more people in the affairs of Student Government.

Each cabinet member will have complete authority in his particular area, subject to the approval of the President, and in addition, each cabinet member has the authority to appoint committees to assist him in fulfilling his duties.

The composition of the President's Cabinet for the academic year 1969-70 is as follows:

(1) Secretary for Evening Students—Richard Powell (2) Secretary for Student Organizations—Richard Mangan (3) Secretary for Public Information—Joe Kelley (4) Secretary for Alumni Relations—Bobbie Fagenson (5) Secretary for Political Affairs—Dave Randall (6) Secretary for Intercollegiate Affairs—Bill Dutton (7) Secretary for Social Events—Cassie Walters (8) Secretary for Special Events—John Lefler (9) Secretary for Student Services—Hatron Dantzler (10) Secretary for Intramurals—Joe Russell.

Eure emphasized that the composition of this Cabinet represents an attempt to encompass all segments of campus life and opinion. He also stated that new members could be added to the Cabinet if the need arose. The first meeting of the Cabinet will be held sometime before the end of the quarter. The agenda of the meeting, according to Eure, will be a discussion of the calendar of activities for the coming academic year.

QUESTION: WHAT DOES ARMSTRONG STATE NEED TO MAKE IT A BETTER COLLEGE?

Start having lecture concerts at another time from 12:30 change the time each quarter.

ZACH NELSON

Good sound teaching program; student dropouts for outside students.

JIM PINARD

Teach students to think, giving them more independent study rather than feeding and regurgitating. Stick a fire under each ass in the Student Center to get those people moving.

LINDA WOOD

Broaden the subjects pertaining to contemporary subjects, such as current courses. American events.

MARY ANN SMITH

I would like to see more support for the academic community on campus.

BILLOVETT

Weekly interviews by Mike Vaquer

We need good teachers.

MAURY LONG

A little improvement on the tennis courts; the shrubs look good, but aesthetic capacities are lacking.

WINNIE YAO

More student participation in the Masquers, good lecture series on political lectures.

BILL BAKER

More black administration in the school.

LEONARD SMALL

Christian Scientists meet in Boston, Massachusetts for the annual student meetings. This year's topic is constructive social change.

SKIPPEDWARDS

I would like to see more support for the academic community on campus.

JOHN ARMSTRONG

The position of the President's duties and responsibilities involved in American organizations.

BOBBIE FAIGENSON

Student life and opinion. He also stated that new members could be added to the Cabinet if the need arose. The first meeting of the Cabinet will be held sometime before the end of the quarter. The agenda of the meeting, according to Eure, will be a discussion of the calendar of activities for the coming academic year.


The Masquers plan to present one more offering this year during the Student Quarter Fall Festival, they will have a new director, John Suchower, who will be in charge of the speech and drama courses at Armstrong State. Dates for summer tryouts will be announced by the organization at a later date.

The composition of the President's Cabinet for the academic year 1969-70 is as follows:

(1) Secretary for Evening Students—Richard Powell 
(2) Secretary for Student Organizations—Richard Mangan 
(3) Secretary for Public Information—Joe Kelley 
(4) Secretary for Alumni Relations—Bobbie Fagenson 
(5) Secretary for Political Affairs—Dave Randall 
(6) Secretary for Intercollegiate Affairs—Bill Dutton 
(7) Secretary for Social Events—Cassie Walters 
(8) Secretary for Special Events—John Lefler 
(9) Secretary for Student Services—Hatron Dantzler 
(10) Secretary for Intramurals—Joe Russell.

Eure emphasized that the composition of this Cabinet represents an attempt to encompass all segments of campus life and opinion. He also stated that new members could be added to the Cabinet if the need arose. The first meeting of the Cabinet will be held sometime before the end of the quarter. The agenda of the meeting, according to Eure, will be a discussion of the calendar of activities for the coming academic year.

The position of the President's duties and responsibilities involved in American organizations.

BOBBIE FAIGENSON

Student life and opinion. He also stated that new members could be added to the Cabinet if the need arose. The first meeting of the Cabinet will be held sometime before the end of the quarter. The agenda of the meeting, according to Eure, will be a discussion of the calendar of activities for the coming academic year.